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Welcome to the second issue of our magazine. We hope you enjoyed 
reading the previous issue and you will find this one interesting as well. 
Don’t hesitate to share your comments, our email address is simple: 

4Uszmg@gmail.com. 
We’re looking forward to hearing from you!

Have a nice summer holiday!
See you in September! 
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News/Announcements

MEZZOFANTI COMPETITION
2015

The 6th Annual Mezzofanti Competition was held last month. The 
competition, which is named after the famous Italian polyglot, Cardinal 
Guiseppe Mezzofanti, is aimed at students of Catholic and Protestant schools 
who have not taken a language exam yet, but would like to see how much they 
know. It is organized in two languages, English and German, and at two levels, 
B1 and B2. 
The competition is extremely popular, the number of participants has reached 
800. Several of our students have taken part in the competition, and they do 
very well each year. They have won 1st, 2nd and 4th places, getting a free try 
at an official B1 or B2 language exam.
This year, two of our students got into the second round:
 Máté Kígyósi (9.d)  - won 12th place 
 Ákos Kostyán (10. e) – won 13th place     CONGRATULATIONS!!!

The theme of the annual English Quiz of our department was the life and 
history of Native Americans. The quiz was held on April 22nd with fourteen 
teams, including three with the visiting students from Banska Stiavnica 
(Selmecbánya), Slovakia.

The results:
1st - Anorákos méhecskék (10. a) - Zsoldos Panna, Mutsy Blanka, Tikovits 
Gréta
2nd - Skalap (11. c) - Kereszty Flóra, Mázik Réka, Bogárdi Letícia 
3rd - Conquistadors (10. e) - Varga Kornél, Kostyán Ákos, Szabó Domonkos

SPECIAL PRIZE given for the video: 
  „Wild West News” - directed by Zsolt Timkó, starring students from 9.d 

We would also like to express our special thanks 
to Ms. Ágnes Kertész for compiling the 
materials and organizing the quiz.WELL DONE!
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To begin with, the answer you 

usually get when you ask about the 
school systems abroad is ‘Well it’s 
different’. They got a point there it is 
the same when it comes to Canada, 
it is different. Unlike others who only 
want to end the conversation with 
their response ‘ Well it’s different’ , I 
will be giving you an insight to what 
it is like to go to school in Canada.

Kids start kindergarden in Ontario 
at the age of 4 which is pretty much 
a pre-school institution. Then they 
go off to elementary school and 
then the same as here, there comes 
high school. Here is what it is like 
going to high school in ON, Canada.

Firstly, there are two semesters that 
are completely separated from each 
other, and what I mean by “separated” 
you will see in a bit. You only take 
four classes in each semester. You 
are able to pick all your courses such 
as: ‘Physics’, ‘Vocals’, ‘Drama’, ‘Foods 
and Nutrition’, ‘Law’, ‘Leadership’ 
etc. there are about 30 courses my 
school offered. Besides all these 
cool courses you can choose, there 
are two mandatory courses that you 
must take in each school year, these 
are English and Math. There are two 
levels of courses pretty much like 
here in Hungary: alap and fakt, these 
two levels are college and university 
levels. As you might assume college 
courses get you ready for college, 
and university courses get you ready 
for university. You cannot apply for 
university with college course credits. 

So when you pick your eight 

courses in total, you get a time table 
for each semester that gives you 
when and where your classes are.

You have four periods a day, each 
one is 70 minutes long. Your periods 
are the same every day for an entire 
semester. There is a 50-minute lunch 
break between your morning classes 
and your afternoon classes. It is a great 
opportunity to have your lunch, or talk 
with your friends in the cafeteria. People 
also walk around the school through the 
break. The breaks between your classes 
are very short, 5 minutes only so you have 
to be really fast to get to class on time.

Secondly, the whole atmosphere is 
different. You do not get that tight bond 
in your classes as here in Hungary, 
since there are no ‘classes’ in Canada. 
In Canada you go to your periods with 
different people, therefore there cannot 
be such strong bonds evolved during 
that 5 months (1 semester).  If you want 
to make friends you need to open for 
new people, it for sure is a two way 
street, they need to be cooperative as 
well. If you are an extroverted person you 
are likely to make lots of great friends.

Thus, to be successful in high school 
you need quite a few things in Canada. 
You need to stay focused on your 
studies. You need to have great support 
from your friends, and you also need to 
take all the opportunities to step up and 
show yourself to everyone. With a little 
luck and lot of hard work it does pay off 
at the end. Being successful in Canada 
is no different than being hard working 
here. There your hard work pays off way 
more than you could ever have imagined.

The school system 
in Canada

Travel & Sights



(for 1 person)
• one half of an onion
• 2 eggs
• 100 grams of cheese (grated)
• 2 spoonfuls of sour cream
• 100 grams of ham
• a pinch of salt
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OmlettE with sour cream,ham and cheese

Let’s get cookin’...
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1. Chop the onion and the ham in little pieces and 
then fry using a little oil in a stew-pan

2. Whisk the egg white and add the sour cream, 
the cheese and the egg-yolk to it

3. Mix the whole blend and add it to the fried ham 
and onion 

4. Add the salt to it 
5.  Cook both sides of the omlette for 2-2 mins



When talking about hobbies, people 
think about an activity or interest that is 
done for just pleasure. However, some 
say their job is their hobby as well 
because they like what they are doing. 
The list of hobbies is infinite because it 
depends on what leisure time activity 
a person considers a hobby.

Basically people choose free time 
activity according to a number of 
factors, such as their interest, mood 
and amount of spare time.  People who 
are introvert and prefer being alone 
mostly engage in passive hobbies like 
for example watching films, listening 
to music, doing needlework or 
gardening. On the other hand, those 
who hate being alone choose leisure 
pursuits where they can socialize.

Finding the best hobby is not an easy 
task but takes thorough consideration 
and time. First of all, you have to think 
about what you want out of the hobby 
and what relaxes you. Make a list 
about what your abilities and skills 
are as well as circumstances, after 
thinking about what is the best for 
you to do. Then you should consider 
about whether you have the place and 
equipment to start this activity.

There are numerous hobbies 
in the world. Some of those are 
weird for others like passionate 
collectors of really peculiar items, 
such as skulls, broken pens, or old 
underwear(?!yuck…) Moreover, pet 
keeping is a hobby as well.  People 
keep a pet for a number of reasons. 
Some have pets to substitute 
relationships with other people or to 
add a further dimension to their family 
life. Pets also make socializing easier 

since they serve as a good conversation 
topic and provide a good opportunity to 
meet others.

Nowadays we have typical addictive 
hobbies. Most hobbies that are addictive 
are related to mobile phones, the 
Internet, and the computer. Texting, for 
example, may seem like a harmless 
pastime for mainly teenagers and also 
a helpful way to stay in touch with family 
members and friends, but some go to 
extremes when they spend hours at a 
time exchanging messages.  When we 
are texting we do not pay attention to 
the time passing because conversations 
may be too interesting. But when we 
realize the time is gone and we did 
nothing, it may seem unbelievable. We 

should try to put down the cell phones 
or computers and hang out with friends 
for real or do something important. Do 
not forget that a hobby could turn into a 
real job and help to earn some money. 
Do not waste all your time with chatting 
or texting. I’m not saying never write a 
message to anyone just keep it under a 
control and motivate yourself and your 
friends to be what you want to be and 
never ever afraid of start something. We 
just have one life and this time will never 
come back. Do not regret anything and 
work on your dreams.

6 About Hobbies...

infinite - végtelen   needlework - kézimunka
thorough - alapos   substitute - helyettesí  
circumstances - körülményekt



Dear readers, I am back again 
to inform you about sport events in 
Hungary. If you look out the window or 
you take a short walk outside, you can 
see that spring is here. And if spring 
is here, it means that a lot of cham-
pionships got started, for example 
NB I, the Hungarian National Cham-
pionship (officially called OTP Bank 
League). 

Our football isn’t as good as the Ger-
man or the Brazil, but some Hungari-
an teams can play really nice football 
recently. I think of Ferencváros, for ins-
tance, because they have such talen-
ted players like Zoltán Gera, who is the 
best footballer in Hungary. He played 
in hundreds of matches in the Eng-
lish Premier League showing great 
performance. English commentators 
gave him the nickname ‘the magical 
Hungarian’. I also need to mention the 
name of Tamás Hajnal, who joined 
FTC last year. He was a very creative 
player in the Bundesliga, where he 
played between 2006 and 2014, and 
he can shoot very well. Mainly he is 
liked for the breathtaking key passes 
by the fans. 

In my opinion, Videoton is the second 
most important team of the cham-
pionship at the moment. They had a 
wonderful run in the autumn season, 
and therefore they earned a massive 13 
points advantage. Personally I think it 
will be difficult to catch up for Ferencvá-
ros because of their draw with Nyíregy-
háza in March. 

There are some other teams like MTK 
or Debrecen. They can play for the third 
place. Újpest, the old rival of Ferencvá-
ros, could also try, but they are in a really 
bad shape. The Belgian owner doesn’t 
want to spend money on quality players, 
in this case they won’t keep up with the 
others in the future. Finally, we need to 
talk about Haladás. They had a very hard 
task, because they were in the knockout 
zone. In spite of this situation they stood 
up and earned seven points in the first 
four matches. 

7Sport
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IN BUDAPEST OPERETTA 
THEATRE

The story of a 
comic package 

tour with music!

Kató, the dreamy, drowsy 
daughter of the director of a 
baby food factory dresses up 
like a man, and travels to Venice, 
Italy to punish a self-conscious 
misogynist man, Willy Andersen, 
who is a Danish millionaire. 
The story takes place in a baby 
food factory and in the fantastic 

parade of the Carnival of 
Venice, where our silly but 
lovely heroes try to find their 
happiness through changing 
their clothes, playing various 
roles and carrying out secret 
missions.

The Budapest Operetta 
Theatre debuts the play on 
13th March, with an all-star 
cast: Dóra Szinetár, Attila 
Dolhai, Szilvi Szendy, Zsolt 
Homonnay, Károly Peller and 
Tamás Jordán! 

Revised by Attila Lorinczy, 
orchestrated by Tamás Bolba 
and featuring choreography 
by Jeno Locsei. The show is 
directed by Attila Réthly. An 
old-time classic with new 
symphonic orchestra sound, 
and lots of happiness! It’s 
certainly worth seeing! 

Mihály Eisemann: 
Me and my little brother 
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smart - elegáns
chill out- kikpacsolódás, lazítás
unfold- elmond, elmesél
docile-tanulékony 
concierge-főportás
insight-betekintés
lobby boy- londiner 
will - végrendelet



Last year a great comedy came to the 
cinemas: The Grand Budapest Hotel 
immediately became a blockbuster 
worldwide.

The story is set in the fictional Republic 
of Zubrowka, somewhere in Europe. 
In this little country there is a scenic 
and smart hotel: The Grand Budapest. 
The movie starts in the 1960s when 
a talented young author (Jude Law) 
checks in the hotel to chill out and get 
some inspiration for his new novel. He 
doesn’t have to wait so long: in the first 
evening he is having dinner with Mr. 
Zero Mustafa, the owner of the hotel. 
The old man unfolds him an incredible 
story:  the story of his life. 

The tale begins many years before, 
between the two World Wars, with 
Zero’s first day at the hotel: he is a 
diligent, docile lobby boy in Grand 
Budapest, that’s why the hotel’s 
concierge Gustave H. (Ralph Fiennes) 
takes Zero under his wings. So Zero 
has the opportunity to get an insight 
into the life of the concierge and learn 
how to treat the wealthy guests. M. 
Gustave also shares his private life 
with Zero; he tells him that he has a 
rich lover, an old lady called Madam D. 
However, the lady suddenly dies, and 
for Gustave’s astonishment Madam 
D.’s will names him as one of her heirs.  
He is expected to get an invaluable 
painting from the legacy. However 
Madam D.’s grandnephew (Adrien 

Brody) doesn’t want the concierge to 
have the painting, and does everything 
to get back the valuable picture. Then 
the adventures of Gustave and Zero 
start: they soon become true friends, 
in need they always fall back on each 
other. They get in trouble many times 
but neither the cruel assassin (Willem 
Dafoe) nor the police (who are after 
them too) can break their enthusiasm 
and their optimism. 

I think it’s a must see piece:  the story 
is creative, the actors are amazing, 
especially Ralph Fiennes as Gustav 
H. The casting was brilliant: a lot of 
famous and talented actors appear 
in this movie: (besides the one4e4ees 
I mentioned before there is Edward 
Norton, Bill Murray, Tom Wilkinson, 
Owen Wilson etc.).  And certainly 
there is plenty of humour. It’s definitely 
worth seeing!

Director: Wes Anderson
Runtime: 99 minutes 

Certification: 16  

9Culture
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The Grand
 Budapest Hotel

heir-örökös
grandnephew-unokaöccs 
fall back on sb- itt: számíthatnak egymásra
assassin - bérgyilkos



Bridget Jones’s diary is a romantic comedy released in 2001. It 
was directed by Sharon Maguire, and it is based on Helen Fielding’s 
bestseller novel. 

The film is set in the UK, mostly in London. Bridget is a woman over 
30. She hasn’t got kids, a husband, a good job or a social life. She 
sometimes drinks alcohol, and smokes lots of cigarettes, but she 
has great friends. Bridget is hopelessly in love with her boss, Daniel 
Cleaver. He is a real womanizer, rich and successful. Another important 
character is Mark Darcy, the kind but haughty lawyer. The heroine just 
tries to find love, but it’s rather complicated.  Who will win Bridget’s 
heart? Can the main character change her self-destructive lifestyle? 
Miss Jones writes everything in her diary. 

The plot is very exciting, the music is brilliant, and the acting is 
breathtaking. Moreover, such famous actors/actresses play in it as 
Renée Zellweger, Hugh Grant and Colin Firth.

Overall, I find the film funny and loveable. I definitely recommend it.  
You shouldn’t miss it!

10 Culture
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BRIDGET JONES’S 
DIARY

haughty - beképzelt
self-destructive - 
önpusztító

covenant - szövetség
perseverance - ki-
tartás



Have you ever wondered about 
the friendship between a girl and a 
boy? Everybody says that it can’t be 
real because one of them will have 
more intimate feelings towards the 
other.  And maybe they’re right. But 
what would you think if I showed 
you a story about two friends who 
are really only friends? Sounds 
cool, doesn’t it? Then, listen!
Rosie and Alex have been friends 

since they knew their minds. They 
were there for each other in the 
bad and good moments, and 
made a covenant for life. While 
they were writing letters in the 
lessons, they didn’t realize that they 
will spend their life like this, writing 
letters. Life always separates them, 
and strengthens their friendship, 
perseverance and sincerity. What 
happens when there is an ocean 
between them? When a baby 
comes? They grow up, living their 
life: getting married, bringing up 
their children, getting divorced, 
but the magical bond is always 
between them. I don’t want to tell 
you the end, so I’ll continue with my 
opinion. :)
When I finished reading the book 

I felt I was in a magical bubble. 
They were always on my mind. You 
know, after that book you believe 

in true friendship between a 
girl and a boy. I thought it too. 
Except the fact that the 18 year 
old Rosie has a baby, I think she 
has a life that everyone wants. 
:D
 I really recommend this book 
for all boys and girls and I wish 
everyone found true friends and 
love in life. 
(If you are lazy to read the book, 
there is a movie: Love, Rosie. 
Starring Lily Collins and Sam 
Claflin)

11Culture
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WHERE THE
RAINBOWS END
(CECILIA AHERN)



The Wolf Among Us
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Most of the time you have four options, and you 
have to make a decision. But you have to be careful 
because if you give the answer too early, it means 
you are not paying attention to the person and you 
cannot tell what kind of reaction the other one will 
have. Maybe, they will be a little angry, because you 
were impatient.  Sometimes it is better to remain 
silent. 
You have to be very careful with your answers because 
sometimes your decision can rescue someone’s life.
You have to act wisely about  where to go or what 
to say to the other person because these decisions 
are important.Your influence is felt through your 
choices. The end of the story depends on you.
The Wolf Among Us is based on a comic book called 
„Fables”, that is why the graphics are so similar to the 
ones of a comic. The game is set in the year 1986, 
decades before the firts issue of „Fables”.
The Wolf Among Us has a really special atmosphere. 
Not only because it is like a comic, but also because of 
the neon colors and the whole town. And of course, 
you feel as if you were a detective.
The story is set in Fabletown, a part of New York. This 
is the part of the city where the fairy tail characters 
live. They are called „Fables”.  The main character, 
The Big Bad Wolf- called Bigby- is the sheriff of 
Fabletown. The other investigator is Snow White, 

The Wolf Among Us  is the Telltale Games’ 
latest episodic game, which is similar to the 
TV series.The game was first released for 
PC, Xbox360, Xbox One,PlayStation3 and 
PlayStation 4 platforms. Later the game was 
released for iOS and for PlayStation Vita. The 
Wolf Among Us is similar to the previous game 
of the Telltale Games, called „The Walking 
Dead”. Only their stories are different.
The first episode was released  on 11 October 
2013. The last episode came out 9 July 2014. The 
retail version – which means that all episodes 
are in one game – came out on 7 November 
2014.  The game has five episodes.
Episode 1 – „Faith”
Episode 2- „Smoke and Mirrors”
Episode 3 – „A Crooked Mile”
Episode 4 – „In Sheep’s Clothing”
Episode 5 – „Cry Wolf ” 
The whole game depends on your choices. Of 
course, it has a main line, but your choices 
decide its consequences. The Wolf Among Us 
is more like a movie than a game.  There are 
lots of quick-time events – which means that 
you have to push down a button quickly when 
the action comes – and of course, the most 
important thing in the game is the choices. 

Culture
Game Review



who helps you in the investigation.The game puts 
you in the role of Bigby so your choices will be 
very important in the game. 
Most of the Fables have to be „glamoured” to look 
human. It is a kind of magic, from the witches, 
and the Fables have to pay for this magic, because 
it is not for free. It is also a regulation that every 
Fable has to be „glamoured”. The other Fables, 
like Beatuy and Beast have other problems. For 
example, having a place like the one they used to 
have.
The story is about a murder investigation. A Fable 
was murdered, just one night after we met her.
 We have to find out who did it and why. Of course, 
in the beginning we have our own guesses. As we 
are searching around, we will have our suspects,yet 
we do not have any clues, only our perceptions.
The magic mirror is our alliance, so we can ask it 
to show us the person that we want. Of course, the 
magic mirror likes to hear our request in rhymes. 
However, Bigby does not seem to be cooperative 
in rhyming. In the beginning we do not know 
the name of the murdered woman, so we have to 
find it out from the Book of Tales. We have many 
alliances in the game, for instance there is Bufkin, 
the flying monkey, who helps us in the office.

 
When we ask out our suspects, or those who are 
trying to help us, we have to pay attention to the 
dialouges, because they are more important than 
they seem.
Your reaction to the characters can be determining. 
If you are agressive, some of your alliences may be 
afraid of you. 
 For example, Bigby likes Snow White, but she 
does not like when Bigby turns into himself, to a 
Big Bad Wolf.  And you care about the opinion of 
the others. Because their personality seems to be 
real. Their reactions, the dialoges and their facial 
expressions.
Bigby is an intriguing character. He has a dark past 
– because he is the Big Bad Wolf – that’s why some 
Fables are  afraid of him. They are trembling and 
their voices are shaking while you are looking at 
them with your scary eyes. Therefore, when you 
have to make a decision you subconsciously pay 
attention to making the Fables belive that you are 
not so bad, and you have a heart. 
 The music of the game is composed by Jared 
Emerson-Johnson; it determines the atmosphere 
of the game.
 In my perspective, the game is too short. It will not 
take long to get to the end. But it is so good that I 
have already played it twice. I liked the characters, 
my favourite was Snow White, and of course Bigby. 
But there were annoying characters, like Toad the 
Frog. I was also afraid of some of them, like Bloody 
Mary. She was really scary. I have to admit that the 
story of the Wolt Among Us is not for children. It 
is a serious story, really gripping, but also for those 
who are ready for something more. It is more than 
a fariy tale without blood.
If you like these type of „games”, and you are open 
to an exciting and serious story with fairy-tale 
characters, you have to play this game. You have 
nothing to lose with it.
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„We all make our choices.But in the end, our choices make us”
      Andrew Ryan/Bioshock
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The ability to make nouns, adjectives, verbs or adverbs from different words 
is an essential language skill. That is the reason why word formation exercises 
are often included in the Use of English part of language exams.

 A word is derived from another word with the help of a prefix or a suffix. 
Prefixes are placed before the word (eg. un- happy = unhappy), while suffixes 
are added to the end of the word (eg. –ness  happy = happiness). If you are 
familiar with the basic prefixes and suffixes you can express yourself much 
more effectively.
Let’s see what prefixes and suffixes are most commonly used in English to 
make nouns and adjectives:

NOUNS from verbs:
- ment  (move – movement)
- ion (celebrate – celebration)
- sion (divide – division)
- tion (produce – production)
- ation (pronounce – pronun-
ciation)
- ing (read – reading)
- y  (deliver – delivery)
-ery (bake – bakery)
- ence (obey – obedience)
- ance (enter – entrance)
- al (arrive –arrival)
- age (marry – marriage)
- ure (fail – failure)

NOUNS from adjectives:
-ness  ( weak – weakness)
- ity (popular – popularity)
-ence (present – presence)
-ance (important – impor-
tance)
-cy (private – privacy)
-ery (brave – bravery)
-ty (safe – safety)

NOUNS (for people / jobs)
-er  (teach – teacher)
-or (sail – sailor)
-ist (piano – pianist)

NOUNS from nouns
-hood (neighbour – neighbourhood)
-dom (king – kingdom)
-ship (friend – friendship)

Language Corner
Word formation

PREFIXES 
AND SUFFIXES
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ADJECTIVES from nouns:
-ous (danger – dangerous)
-al (politics – political)
-y (rain – rainy)
-ly (day – daily)
-ic (base – basic)
  -ical (history – historical)
   -ish (child – childish)
    -ful (beauty – beautiful)
      -ary (moment – momentary)

ADJECTIVES from verbs:
-ent (depend – dependent)
-ant (please – pleasant)
-able (enjoy –enjoyable)
-ible (sense – sensible)
-ive (create – creative)
-ing (excite – exciting)
-ed (excite – excited)

NEGATIVE PREFIXES AND 
SUFFIXES:

un-  (tidy – untidy)
in-   (correct – incorrect)
im-  (polite – impolite)
il-    (legal – illegal)
ir-    (responsible – irres-
ponsible)
dis-  (like – dislike)
de-  (deforestation)
-less (care – careless)

PREFIXES with special meanings:

re-  (=again)  redo
over-  (=too much) oversleep
under-  (=not enough)  underestimate
mis-   (=badly, incorrectly)  misunderstand
co-   (=with, together)   co-operating
ex-  (=former)  ex-boyfriend
inter  (=between)  international
pre-  (=before)  prehistoric 
post-  (=after)  post-war
mono-  (=one) monolingual
bi-  (= two)  bicycle
semi-  (=half)  semi-circle
multi-  (=many) multicultural
pro (=for, in favour of) pro-war
anti (=against) anti-bullying
counter (=in the opposite direction) counter-attack
non (=not) nonsense
trans (=across) transatlantic
super (=above, more than) superhuman
sub (=under) submarine

Language Corner
Word formation
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1. Complete the texts with the correct form of  the words in 
capitals.
A. A trip to Paris
Last weekend I went with my wife and our two kids on a short trip to Paris, 
a place with so many (1) _____________ (ATTRACT)! We stayed in a pretty 
hotel in the city centre and we had an (2) ________________ (IMPRESS) 
view of the Champs-Elysées from our window. During the day we explored 
the city. My wife loves art so our first stop was the Louvre. We enjoyed 
wandering through the museum looking at all the magnificent works of art 
and it was (3) ______________________ (OVERWHELM) to come face-to-
face with the Mona Lisa. Later that day, we went up the Eiffel Tower. The view of the 
city was (4) ______________________ (AMAZE), although my daughter Elizabeth was 
a little (5) _______________ (FRIGHTEN) of the height. In the evening, we went to a 
(6) _________________ (PERFORM) of the Hunchback of Notre Dame, which we all 
enjoyed very much. The next day we took the children to Eurodisney and we went on 
lots of (7) ____________________ (THRILL) rides. On our last day we just strolled around 
the city admiring its beauty. We were all in (8) _________________ (AGREE) that Paris 
was a fantastic place to visit. In the afternoon we stopped at a restaurant and had a (9) 
_________________ (TRADITION) French meal followed by a chocolate tart for dessert 
and afterwards we took the children rollerblading. Our trip to Paris was a truly (10) 
________________ (WONDER) experience.

B. Space – Fiction and Fact
In science fiction, space is a silent, empty place but in (11) ______________ (REAL), 
things are very different. The (12) _______________ (EQUIP) in a space station can be 

Language Corner
Exercises

If you are sure that the word is, for 
example, an adjective but you can’t think 
what the exact word is, try thinking of „usual” 
prefixes and suffixes. Perhaps it needs the 
suffix „-ive” or the prefix „de-”. Try a few out 
and see which ones seem to be best. This 
can also be done with nouns and verbs. 
Remember: you know more English than 
you think you do! If you don’t try, when you 
see the answer, you’ll say „I knew that!”, so 
think a little first, try to make your way to the 
answer.

 Finally, don’t forget to read the text again 
and check the grammar: if the noun is in the 
plural or the verb is third person singular etc.

Read the whole text or sentence to get 
a good idea of context. What „type” of 
word do you need? A noun / an adjective 
/ an adverb  or a verb? It’s good practice 
to go through one of these exercises 
just thinking about „what category of 
word?” and „positive or negative?” Is it 
a positive noun (necessity) or a negative 
adjective (unnecessary)?  Always think 
in those terms and it will make the word 
formation part of the Use of English 
exam easier.

TIPS:
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so (13) _______________ (NOISE) that astronauts working there cannot 
communicate with one another (14) ________________ (EASY). The noise 
may affect their work, even may even mean they are (15) _____________ 
(ABLE) to sleep. And noise  is not the only problem. Scientists have (16) 

__________________ (IDENTITY) over 8,000 items of rubbish in orbit around the Earth. 
These (17) _______________ (THREAT)  the safety  of space (18) ________________ 
(EXPLORE) because even a small piece of metal floating in space could cause a (19) 
________________ (CATASTROPHE) disaster if it hit a spacecraft. Although astronauts 
(20) __________________ (GENERAL) try to bring most rubbish home, there is even an 
old (21) _____________ (BREAK) camera among the litter left behind on the Moon.

C. The Last Pharaoh
Cleoparta was the last Pharaoh of Egypt. Most of us are familiar with the (22) 
_______________ (GLAMOUR) figure we see in Hollywood films. But what do we really 
know about her life? (23) _________________ (HISTORY) tell us she was only seventeen 
when she became Queen. In earlier times, the Pharaohs had been (24) _______________ 
(EXTREME) powerful, but now the Roman Empire threatened to destroy Cleopatra’s 
kingdom. Her guardian, Pompey, lost his (25) _______________ (LIVE) in a fight 
against Julius Ceasar. Clepoatra was afraid. She had (26) ___________________ 
(evident) that her brother / husband wanted her throne. She therefore decided to 
(27) ___________________ (STRONG) her position by gaining Ceasar’s friendship.  To 
(28) _________________ (PROOF) her loyalty, Cleopatra, aged 22, sent Ceasar a gift of 
carpet. Wrapped inside was Cleopatra herself! The two rulers sailed down the Nile 
in a fantastic boat. Cleopatr wore her finest (29) _______________ (JEWEL) and her 
beauty was beyond (30) _______________ (BELIEVE). Later, Ceasar returned to Rome, 
where he was assassinated. After his (31) ___________________ (DIE), another Roman 
general, Mark Anthony, came to Egypt and he and Cleopatra became lovers, too. They 
ruled Egypt together until Anthony was defeated in battle and Cleopatra ended her 
own life.

2. Complete the sentences with the correct prefix.
• Houses in Britain are often built in pairs. They are called (32) 
___________-detached.
• The train became (33)  ____railed at 60 mph but no one was seriously injured.
• I’m not (34) _______-marriage. I think it’s a very good custom.
• They say they are (35) __________ paid and want more money.
• He got his university degree last year. Now he’s doing (36) ______graduate 
studies.
• Most houses need to be (37) ______painted every 5 to 7 years.
• You’ve (38) _____charged me. The price is 8 dollars not 10.
• He believes in ghost and magic and other (39) ________natural things.
• She’s divorced but she’s still on good terms with her (40) ______-husband.

Language Corner
Exercises



T o p i c  :
 H e a l t h  a n d 

I l l n e s s e s
A. Useful expressions

Symptoms: (have) a sore throat - torokfájás, (to) sneeze - tüsszögni, 
(have) a cough - köhögni, (have) a runny nose – folyik az orra, (have) sore 
eyes – fáj a szeme, (have) a headache - fejfájás, (have) a temperature 
/ fever - lázas, (feel) dizzy - szédül, (come out in) rash - kiütés, (have) 
stomachache - gyomorfájás, (feel) sick – rosszul van, (to) vomit / throw up 
- hányni, (have) diarrhoea - hasmenés, (have) constipation - székrekedés, 
(have) toothache - fogfájás, (have) a cavity – fogszuvasodás (lyukas fog), 
(to) faint - elájulni, (to) come round – magához tér, (have) earache - fülfá-
jás, (to) shiver – remegni

Illnesses:
cold  - megfázás
flu	 	 -	influenza
bronchitis  – hörghurut
pneumonia	 -	tüdőgyulladás
food poisoning - ételmérgezés
chicken	pox		 -	bárányhimlő
high blood pressure – magas vér-
nyomás
diabetes  – cukorbetegség
appendicitis  - vakbélgyulladás
tonsillitis - mandulagyulla-
dás 
cancer  - rák
heart disease -szívbetegség
heart attack -szívinfarktus
stroke  - agyvérzés
conjunctivitis		 -	kötőhártyagyulla-
dás
sunstroke - napszúrás
insomnia - álmatlanság

NOTE:
A lot of medical terms were imported 
from Latin or Greek . Make sure you 
know how to pronunce them:
bronchitis	 /brɒŋˈkaɪ.tɪs/
pneumonia		 /njuːˈməʊ.ni.ə/
diabetes		 /ˌdaɪəˈbiː.tiːz/
appendicitis		 /əˌpen.dɪˈsaɪ.tɪs/
tonsillitis	 /ˌtɒn.sɪˈlaɪ.təs/
conjunctivitis		 /kənˌdʒʌŋk.tɪˈvaɪ.tɪs/
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Injuries: 
I’ve	cut	my	finger.	 -	Elvágtam	az	ujjam.
I’ve hurt my foot.  - Megfájdult a lábam.
I’ve twisted my ankle.  - Kibicsaklott a bokám.
I’ve	sprained	my	ankle.-	Kificamodott	a	bokám.
I broke my arm. - Eltörött a karom.
My feet are swollen. - Duzzadt a lábam.
He’s got concussion. - Agyrázkódása van.
I burnt my hand. - Megégettem a kezem.
I’ve got a bruise on my arm.  - Horzsolás van a karomon. 
I have my leg in a cast.      - Gipszben van a lábam.
I have to walk on crutches.- Mankóval kell járnom.
My	finger	is	bleeding.									-	Vérzik az ujjam.

Other Verbs: 
to catch a cold - megfázni,
to come down with sg -megbetegedni, 
to stay in bed – ágyban maradni , 
to be allergic to sg – allergiás valamire, 
to get over sg / recover from sg – 
meggyógyulni , 
to make a speedy recovery – gyorsan 
felgyógyulni, 
to treat sy – kezelni valakit, 
to suffer from sg – valamiben szenved, 
to undergo surgery – megműtenek 
valakit, to die of sg – meghalni 
valamiben 

People in health care: 
patient - beteg, nurse - ápoló, 

doctor - orvos, 
General Practitioner (GP) - 
háziorvos, surgeon - sebész, 
paediatrician - gyerekorvos, 

cardiologist - kardiológus, 
eye specialist - szemész, 

dentist – fogorvos,  
physiotherapist - fizioterapeuta, 

midwife - szülésznő,

Other words: 
side effects - mellékhatás, 
painful - fájdalmas, 
infection – fertőzés, 
contagious disease – fertőző 
betegség, 
surgery – rendelő, 
prescription – orvosi recept, 
chemist’s / pharmacy - gyógy-
szertár

Alternative medicine: 
acupuncture, homeopathy, 

herbal medicine, chiropractic
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avoid stress – kerülni a stresszt
avoid junk food – kerülni az egészségtelen 
ételeket
cut down on fatty food – csökkenteni a zsíros 
ételek fogyasztását
take regular exercise – rendszeresen mozogni
get enough sleep – eleget aludni
give up smoking – abbahagyni a dohányzást
follow a healthy diet – egészséges étrendet 
követni
take up a sport – elkezdeni sportolni
work out in the gym – edzőterembe járni

Other words: obesity – túlsúlyosság, lose weight – fogyni, food supplement – 
étrend kiegészítő
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B. Interview questions
• Are you a health-conscious person?
• What do you do to stay healthy? 
• What can you do to avoid stress?
• Do you ever read magazines or news articles about health? If so, 
what subject(s) do you find the most interesting?
• When was the last time you were ill? What were your symptoms? 
What did you do?
• Have you ever broken a bone?
• Have you ever been in hospital?
• How often do you go to the dentist’s?
• What do you know about alternative medicine? What do you think 
about them?
• What advice would you give to a person who would like to lose 
weight?

C. Picture based discussion
These pictures show people with different lifestyles. Compare and contrast 
them including the following points:
• the differences in their lifestyles
• what effects their lifestyles have on their health
• what effects their lifestyles have on their social life
• whose lifestyle is closer to yours
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22 Crossword & Comics

Across
1.Participants in a game
4. A sports arena
6.To hit a billiard ball into a pocket
8.„May the _ _ _ _ team win.”
10. A boxing or wrestling match
11. Short for „operation”
12. To grapple with an opponent

Down
1. To kick or throw the ball to a 
teammate
2. A person who doesn’t get paid 
for playing a sport
3. Japanese wrestling
5. The opposite of „down”
8. What do runners run through 
at the end of a race?
9.To deliver the ball to a batsman 
in cricket
10. „I used a _ _ _ _ machine at 
the gym today.”
12. A Spanish word that’s often 
heard at bullfights
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1. attractions
2. impressive
3. overwhelming
4. amazing
5. frightened
6. performance
7. thrilling
8. agreement
9. traditional
10. wonderful
11. reality
12. equipment
13. noisy
14. easily
15. unable
16. identified
17. threaten
18. exploration
19. catastrophic
20. gene-
rally
21. broken
22. glamo-
rous
23. histori-

ans
24. extremely
25. life
26. evidence
27. strengthen
28. prove
29. jewellery
30. belief
31. death
32. semi
33. de
34. anti
35. under
36. post
37. re
38. over
39. super
40. ex
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Answers to the 
exercises in the 
Language 
Corner section:

Q: Why do hens lay eggs? 
A: If they dropped them, they’d break. 

Q: Why don’t they play poker in the 
jungle? 
A: Too many cheetahs. 

Q: Where do dogs go when they lose 
their tails? 
A: To the retail store. 

Q: What kind of dog tells time? 
A: A watch dog. 

Q: What has four legs and an arm? 
A: A happy pit bull. 

Q: How do trees get on the Internet?
A: They log in.

JOKES



A dying grandma tells her grandchild, 
„I want to leave you my farm. That 
includes the barn, livestock, the harvest, 
the tractor, and other equipment, the 
farmhouse and $24,548,750.45 in cash.” 

The grandchild, absolutely floored and about to become rich says, „Oh 
grandma, you are SO generous! I didn’t even know you had a farm. Where is 
it?” With her last breath, Grandma whispered, „Facebook...”

A reporter was interviewing a 103 year-old great grandma: „And what do 
you think is the best thing about being 103?” the reporter asked. She simply 
replied, „No peer pressure.”

JOKES

How do trees get on the Internet?
      They log in.

 What do computers like to eat?
      Chips.

 What do you call a space magician?
     A flying saucerer.

 What is a computer’s first sign of old age?
      Loss of memory.

One day a mom noticed that when her son was logging onto a favorite 
website he typed a very long password. She asked him what it was, and he 
replied, „MickeyMinnieGoofyPluto.” She asked him why he would use such a 
password. „Because,” he explained, „it says your password has to have at least 
four characters.”


